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ABSTRACT: In this paper we introduce the concept of family of disjoint sets as a concept in set theory  and introduce 
some theorems related to this concept, we also provide examples and applications.The four colours problem is a 
problem in graph theory, in this paper we introduce four colours problem as an application offamily of disjoint sets. 
Families of disjoint sets explain four colours problem as an example of m colours problem. Using families of disjoint 
sets we can explain any familiar map or unfamiliar map with any number of colours used to draw these maps. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the concept of family of disjoint sets as topicof set theory. A family  of 
nonempty sets is called family of disjoint sets if every two sets, belong to this family, are disjoint. Throughout this 
paper we assume any family of disjoint sets can contains finite or infinite sets. We also introduce definitions of degree 
of intersection, meeting and standard of meeting which are related to the concept of family of disjoint sets. Beside these 
definitions we introduce many examples. 
In main results we establish theorems and corollaries explain properties of family ofdisjoint sets, degree of  intersection 
and standard of meeting. We establish many theorems about local maximum and local minimum number of family of 
disjoint sets, this theorems have many applications.  
In this paper we consider any map as families of disjoint sets, such thatregions in the same colour as a family  of 
disjoint sets. Regions in the same colour, are sets which are disjoint. Regions of map draw as sets intersect each other 
with degree of intersection three. We have seen from main theorems, minimum and maximum families of disjoint sets 
meet each other at w intersections depends on degree of intersection and standard of meeting. For any standard of 
meeting there is minimum and maximum families of disjoint sets, defined by local minimumof families of disjoint 
setsand local maximum of families of disjoint sets,these families of disjoint sets have properties which are explained by 
many theorems. Families of disjoint sets is generalization tocolours problem,families of disjoint sets explain four 
colours problem as an example of m colours problem.     

II.FAMILIES OF DIJOINT SETS 
 

Here we introduce the concept of family of disjoint sets and concepts related to family of disjoint sets with some  
examples and propositions. 
Definition2.1. A family of nonempty sets is called family of disjoint sets if every two sets, belong to this family, are 
disjoint. One set or more belongs to the family of disjoint sets is called subfamily of disjoint sets. A family of disjoint 
sets may contains finite or infinite disjoint sets. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be m families of disjoint sets, we used the notation 

iriiii XXXX  ...321 , or 


r

j
iji miX

1

.1 ,


  

Example2.2.In real line the family ),...}3,2(),2,1(),1,0{( is family of disjoint sets.   
Definition2.3.The family of disjoint sets 1  is called intersects the family of disjoint sets 2  if there exists a set 
belongs to 1 and a set belongs to 

2 have nonempty intersection. 
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Definition2.4.Two families of disjoint sets 1  and 2  called two proper families of disjoint sets if  21   is nonempty, 
and n  families of disjoint sets called n  proper families of disjoint sets if any two have nonempty intersection. 
Definition2.5. Let 

n ,...,,, 321
 be n  proper families of disjoint sets and X is nonempty set, 

nX   ...321 , },1,1,:{ iijij XjniXxxX  then X is called  intersection of degree .n X  also can 
be written as 

njjjj XXXXX  ...321 , },1,1,:{ iijij XjniXxxX   
The index i for families of disjoint sets and j for sets belong to one family of disjoint sets.

 
Definition2.6. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be m families of disjoint sets and 

iniii XXXX ,...,,, 321
 be n  sets such that any two 

sets belong to two different families of disjoint sets, and X is nonempty set, 
iniii XXXXX  ...321 , 

} r,n ,1,1,:{ iijij XnjriXxxX  then the positive integer n is called degree of intersection .X  

Definition2.7. Let 
r ,...,,, 321
 be r families of disjoint sets and X is nonempty set, 

rX   ...321 , then 

the intersection X is called represent the families  
r ,...,,, 321
, and we used the notation 

rX   ...321 , 
or ).,...,,,( 321 rX   

Remark2.8.  As abbreviation instate ofthe notation
rX   ...321 , and ),...,,,( 321 rX  we used the 

notation ).,...,3,2,1( rX   
Definition2.9. Let 

r ,...,,, 321
 be r families of disjoint sets and 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
be w  nonempty different 

intersections each intersection of degree ,n  the family of disjoint sets 
i is said to be appear t times at w intersection 

if there are t intersections each belong to ,i where ,1 ri  (
i has appearance equal t ).If we say

r ,...,,, 321
 be r

families of disjoint sets at ,,...,,, 321 wXXXX this means any one of 
r ,...,,, 321

appear at ,,...,,, 321 wXXXX (has 
appearance not equal zero). 
Example2.10. Let 

7321 ,...,,,   be 7 families of disjoint sets and ZYX ,, are nonempty different intersections each of 

degree .4 5321  X , 
7532  Y  and 

7641  Z . We  can used the notation
),5,3,2,1(X (1,4,6,7).   Z(2,3,5,7),Y   At intersections ,,, ZYX the family of disjoint sets 1 , 2 , 

3 ,
5 and 

7 each 
appear twice at ,,, ZYX 4 , and

6  each appear once. Also we can say at intersections ,,, ZYX the family of disjoint sets 
7,5,3,2,1 each appear twice, and 6,4 each appear once. As application to following proposition, each of intersections 

ZYX ,, the is of degree four we have .212122212)4(3   
Proposition2.11. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be m families of disjoint sets,

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
are nonempty different 

intersections each of degree n , and 
it number of times the familyof disjoint sets

i appear at these w intersections, then 

we have .
1

wnt
m

i
i 



 

 Proof: Since the appearance for m families of disjoint sets at w intersections 
wXXXX ,...,,, 321

each of degree ,n then 

summation of all appearance for all m families of disjoint sets equal wn  therefore .
1

wnt
m

i
i 

  
Definition 2.12. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be m families of disjoint sets,

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
are nonempty different 

intersections of these m families of disjoint sets, each intersection of degree .n The family of disjoint sets 
i is said 
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meets family of disjoint sets
j at these w intersections, if whatever we exchange families of disjoint sets at these w

intersections, there exists at least one intersection the two families of disjoint sets 
i and

j appear at this intersection.  
Example2.13. Let 

7321 ,...,,,   be 7 families of disjoint sets and ZYX ,, are nonempty intersections each of degree .4
5321  X , 

7532  Y  and  
7641  Z . We  can used the notation 

 (1,4,6,7).   Z(2,3,5,7),Y   ),5,3,2,1( X   The following exchange is right  (1,3,5,7).   Z(2,3,6,7),Y   ),5,4,2,1( X   
The following exchange is not right  (1,4,6,7),   Z(2,3,5,5),Y   ),7,3,2,1( X  because 

5532  Y  and the 
family of disjoint sets

5 appear  twice at intersection ,Y the family of disjoint sets
5  intersect ,5 afamily of disjoint 

sets can’t intersect itself. Any two of families of disjoint sets 
75321 ,,,,   meet each other at ZYX ,,  but

6  each 4 , 
not meet

6  at .,, ZYX  
Proposition2.14. Let 

r ,...,,, 321
be r families of disjoint sets and

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
be w  nonempty intersections, the 

family of disjoint sets 
i  appear 

iw times at w  intersections and the family of disjoint sets
j appear 

jw time at w  

intersections, then we say the family of disjoint sets 
i meet the family of disjoint sets

j at these w  intersections if 
and only if .1 ji www   

Proof: First suppose the family of disjoint sets 
i  meet the family of disjoint sets

j at these w  intersections, where 

 ,1 ,1 mjmi  whatever we exchange families of disjoint sets represent these intersections, this means there 
exists intersection   represented by the two families of disjoint sets 

i and .j Since from definitions of family of 
disjoint sets and degree of intersection there is no family of disjoint sets appear twice at one intersection, let us arrange 
each of 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
to be represented either by 

i  or ,i but the family of disjoint sets 
i  meet the family of 

disjoint sets
j at these w  intersections, therefore exists intersection rX   represented by the two families of disjoint 

sets 
i and ,j such that 

i appear at 
rXXXX ,...,,, 321
 and 

j  appear at ,,...,,, 21 wrrr XXXX 
then .1 ji www   

Conversely suppose ,1 ji www  then if we exchange families of disjoint sets such that any intersection of

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
either by 

i  or ,i there exists at least one intersection  represented by the two families of disjoint sets 

i and ,j since ,1 ji www  therefore the family of disjoint sets 
i  meet the family of disjoint sets

j at these w  
intersections.   We introduced the concept of meeting of two families of disjoint sets at number of intersections from what  

happening in our life. Two persons Aand B will meet each other at least once per week if Aappear 4
2

17


 days and 

B appear 4 days. Where Ameets ?B They meet each other at place allowed to Aand allowed to ,B  place considered 

belongs (allowed) to Aandplace considered belongs (allowed) to .B Something belongs to Aand belongs to ,B it is 

intersection of Aand ,B , let them be seven intersections, Aand B will meet each other at this seven intersections if both 
A  and B  appear 4 time at these intersections or come to these intersections 4 time. 

Proposition2.15. Let 
r ,...,,, 321
 be r families of disjoint sets and

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
be w  nonempty intersections, 

and any two families of disjoint sets meet each other at this w  intersections then at least any family of disjoint sets 
appear 

2
1w  time at w  when w odd, and appear 1

2


w  time at w when w even.   
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Proof: Let
r ,...,,, 321
be r families of disjoint sets and

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
be w  nonempty intersections, the family of 

disjoint sets 
i appear 

iw time at w  intersections and the family of disjoint sets 
j appear 

jw time at w  intersections, 

let 
2

1


wwi
, 

2
1


wwj

  where w is odd, from Proposition2.14. we have  .11  wwww ji
 Let 1

2


wwi
, 

1
2


wwj
  where w is even, from Proposition2.14. we have  .21  wwww ji

 

Definition2.16. Let 
m ,...,,, 321

 be m families of disjoint sets, 
wXXXX ,...,,, 321

 each of degree ,n and w  be the 

minimum number of nonempty intersections, such that any two families of disjoint sets meet each other at these w  
intersections, then these w intersections called standard of meeting for these m families of disjoint sets.  
 Example2.17. Let 

54321 ,,,,   be 5 families of disjoint sets and 
54321 ,,,, XXXXX be 5  nonempty intersections 

each of degree ,3 where )5,4,2(X ),5,3,1(X ),,5,4,3(X  ),4,2,1(X  ),3,2,1( 54321 X and let 
10321 ,...,,, YYYY be 10 

nonempty intersections each of degree ,3 where ),,5,2,1(Y  ),4,2,1(Y  ),3,2,1( 321 Y  ),4,3,1(Y 4  (1,4,5),Y ),5,3,1(Y 65 

).5,4,3(Y ),5,4,2(Y ),5,3,2( ),4,3,2( 10987  YY At
54321 ,,,, XXXXX  any two of the five families of disjoint sets meet 

each other, and at 
10321 ,...,,, YYYY  any two of the ten families of disjoint sets meet each other. From Definition2.16. 

54321 ,,,, XXXXX standard of meeting for these fivefamilies of disjoint sets, and 
10321 ,...,,, YYYY  is not standard ofmeeting 

for these fivefamilies of disjoint sets, but these fivefamilies of disjoint sets any two of them meet at intersections 
.,...,,, 10321 YYYY  

 Definition2.18. Let 
r ,...,,, 321
 be r families of disjoint sets and 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
be w  nonempty intersections 

each of degree ,n any two families of disjoint sets meet each other at this w  intersections. We say there are t families 
of disjoint sets can be added at w intersections if 

trrrrr   ,...,,,,,...,,, 321321
 be  tr  families of disjoint 

sets any two of them meet each other at these w intersections and for families of disjoint sets 
,,,...,,,,,...,,, 1321321  trtrrrrr   these 1 tr families of disjoint sets there exist two families of disjoint sets 

not meet each other at w intersections.    
Example2.19. Let 

54321 ,,,,   be 5 families of disjoint sets and 
321 ,, XXX be 3  nonempty intersections each of 

degree .4 )2,1,5,4(X  ),5,3,2,1(X  ),4,3,2,1( 321 X any two families of disjoint sets meet each other at this 3  

intersections. We can add a family of disjoint sets to these 5  families of disjoint sets. There is one family of disjoint 
sets can be added at the 3  intersections. We have ,,,,,, 654321  6 families of disjoint sets and 

321 ,, XXX be 3  

nonempty intersections each of degree .4 )6,5,4,3(X  ),6,5,2,1(X  ),4,3,2,1( 321 X any two of these six families of 

disjoint sets meet each other at the 3  intersections .,, 321 XXX  For seven families of disjoint sets 
7654321 ,,,,,,   

and 
321 ,, XXX be 3 nonempty intersections each of degree .4 ).7,5,4,3(X  ),6,5,2,1(X  ),4,3,2,1( 321 X  For any 

change in the intersections 
321 ,, XXX there is two family of disjoint sets not meet each other at the 3  intersections

.,, 321 XXX Any two of families of disjoint sets 
54321 ,,,,   meet each other at ,,, 321 XXX and 

76 , not meet with 

any family of disjoint sets at the3  intersections .,, 321 XXX  
Definition2.20. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be m families of disjoint sets, meet each other at 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
 intersections 

each of degree ,n then m  is called local maximum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections, if any two families of 

disjoint sets meet each other at these w  intersections, and any family of disjoint sets has appearance either equal 
2

1w
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or 
2

3w for wodd such that not all families of disjoint sets has appearance equal ,
2

3w  and for w  even we have three 

types, first all families of disjoint sets has appearance equal ,1
2


w second appearance equal 1
2


w  and ,2
2


w  not all 

2
2


w  but at least has one appearance equal ,2
2


w third all families of disjoint sets has appearance equal ,1
2


w except 

only one family of disjoint sets has appearance equal .
2
w Maximum of locals maximum families of disjoint sets called 

maximum families of disjoint sets. 
Example2.21. Let 

54321 ,,,,   be5families of disjoint sets any two meet each other at w intersections, ,8w  each 

intersection of degree ,3 then 5m be local maximum families of disjoint sets meet each other at intersections
),3,2,1(1 X ),5,4,2(X  ),4,2,1(X 32  ),5,4,3(X  ),5,3,1(X  ),4,3,2( 654 X ).5,2,1(X  ),4,3,1( 87 X All families 

of disjoint sets has appearance equal ,51
2


w except only one family of disjoint sets has appearance equal .4

2


w  

Example2.22 Let 
54321 ,,,,  be fivefamilies of disjoint sets and 

54321 ,,,, XXXXX be five intersections each of 
degree three,  ),3,2,1(1 X 3,4,5),(X  ),4,2,1(X 32  )5,4,2(X ),5,3,1(X 54   any two families of disjoint sets meet 
each other at these five intersections, if we add a family of disjoint sets

6 to 
54321 ,,,,  there exist two families of 

disjoint sets not meet each other at this five intersections. If ),,5,4,3(X  ),4,2,1(X  ),3,2,1( 321 X ),5,3,1(X 4 

)6,4,2(X 5  we have 2 not meet 
5 and 1 not meet .6 Then we called these five families of disjoint sets 

54321 ,,,,  local maximum families of disjoin sets meet each other at this five intersections. 
Remark2.23. For the relation between mwn ,, till now we are using definitions and examples, if you prefer to see 
generalization of these examples, you can see Theorem 3.1.  
Proposition2.24. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
be m families of disjoint sets, and 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
be w nonempty intersections 

each of degree ,n if nwrwm 
 )
2

1(  where 
2

10 


wr for w odd, and nwrwm  )1
2

(  where 1
2

0 
wr for w

even. Then mbe local maximum families of disjoint sets meet each other at w intersections. 
Proof: Let wodd, from equation nwrwm 

 )
2

1(  any two families of disjoint sets meet each other if any family of 

disjoint sets has appearance not less than ,
2

1w  because .1
2

1
2

1 wwww





 Suppose 1m  families of disjoint 

sets meet at w intersections, then from equation nwrwm 
 )
2

1(   there is family of disjoint sets has appearance equal 

,r  where ,
2

10 


wr this family of disjoint sets has appearance equal ,r not meet any one of m  families of disjoint 

sets at w  intersections, since for local maximumfamilies of disjoint setsmeet each other at w intersections, value of r  
we have .1

2
1

2
1

2
1










 wwwwwr Therefore mbe local maximum families of disjoint sets meet each other at 

w  intersections. The proof will be the same for w even. 
Definition2.25. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be m families of disjoint sets, 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
 be w  nonempty intersections each 

of degree ,n then m  families of disjoint sets is called local minimum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections, if 
nwwm  )1( such that .nm  When ,nm then m families of disjoint sets is called local minimum families of 
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disjoint setsat w if )1()(  kwmnwkwm such that ,nm  where ,....4,3,2k Minimum of locals minimum families of 
disjoint sets called minimum families of disjoint sets. 
 
Remark2.26. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be m  local minimum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections, each of degree ,n  if we saybe 

m  local minimum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections, with t families of disjoint sets appear at each intersection, this means
nwtwm  )1( where .1 wt   

Example2.27. Let 
54321 ,,,,   be 5 families of disjoint sets and 

321 ,, XXX be 3  nonempty intersections each of degree .4
)2,1,5,4(X  ),5,3,2,1(X  ),4,3,2,1( 321 X any two families of disjoint sets meet each other at this 3  intersections. We have 5

local minimum families of disjoint sets. The twofamilies of disjoint sets 21, appear at each intersection, this means

.122)2(5)1()3(4  twmnw Let 
654321 ,,,,,   be 6 local minimum families of disjoint sets and

),6,5,2,1(X  ),4,3,2,1( 21 X )6,5,4,3(X3   be3  intersections each of degree four.There is noany family of disjoint sets appear 
at each intersection, this means .120)2(6)1()3(4  twmnw  

Proposition2.28.Let 
1

,...,,, 321 m  be 1m  local minimum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections, each of degree ,n  and let 

2
,...,,, 321 m be 2m  local minimum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections, each of degree .n 1m be local minimum families 

of disjoint sets with 1t families of disjoint sets appear at each intersection and 2m be local minimum families of disjoint sets with 2t
families of disjoint sets appear at each intersection, if 21 tt  then .12 mm   
Proof: Since 1m be local minimum families of disjoint sets with 1t families of disjoint sets appear at each intersection, then we can 
write ,)1( 11 twmnw  and since 2m be local minimum families of disjoint sets with 2t families of disjoint sets appear at each 
intersection we can write ,)1( 11 twmnw  and ,)1( 22 twmnw  we have ,)1()1( 1221 ttwmwm  since 21 tt    then we 
have ,0)1)(( 1221  ttwmm since 0)1( w   then ,12 mm  but both 21,mm are integers then .12 mm   

Definition2.28. Let 
m ,...,,, 321

 be m families of disjoint sets, 
wXXXX ,...,,, 321

 be w nonempty intersections each of degree 

,n then m  families of disjoint sets is called families of disjoint sets with minimum appearance )( iw  at w  intersections, if any 
family of disjoint sets has appearance not less than ,iw  such that not all families of disjoint sets has appearance equal ,1 iw   

where
2

1,...,3,2,1 


wi  

Remark2.29. Local minimum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections can be called families of disjoint sets with minimum 
appearance )1( w  at w  intersections. Also local maximum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections can be called families of 

disjoint sets with minimum appearance 
2

1w  at w  intersections if w  is odd, and withminimum appearance 1
2


w  at w  

intersections if w  is even. 
Example2.30. Let 

654321 ,,,,,  be 6 families of disjoint sets and 
321 ,, XXX be 3nonempty intersections each of degree .5

),6,4,3,2,1(X  ),5,4,3,2,1( 21 X ).6,5,3,2,1(X 3  These6  families of disjoint sets meet each other at 321 ,, XXX  are local 

minimum families of disjoint sets meet each other at .,, 321 XXX Families of disjoint sets represented (labeled) by 3,2,1 appear 

at each intersections, have appearance equal .w  Also these 6  families of disjoint sets meet each other at 
321 ,, XXX  are local 

maximum families of disjoint sets meet each other at ,,, 321 XXX  with families of disjoint sets represented (labeled) by 3,2,1
appear at each intersections. These 6  families of disjoint are local minimum and local maximum at ,,, 321 XXX because

. 2
2

131-3 ,
2

11 






ww  
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Example2.31. Let 
7654321 ,,,,,,   be 7 families of disjoint sets and 

321 ,, XXX be 3  nonempty intersections each of 

degree .5 ).7,6,5,4,1(X  ),7,6,3,2,1(X  ),5,4,3,2,1( 321 X These7  families of disjoint sets meet each other at ,,, 321 XXX are 

local minimum families of disjoint sets meet each other at 
321 ,, XXX because 6  families of disjoint sets each has appearance

21w  there is only one family of disjoint sets appear at all three intersections. Also these seven families of disjoint sets are local 

maximum meet each other at ,,, 321 XXX  because . 2
2

131-3 ,
2

11 






ww  

Example2.32. Let 
4321 ,,,   be four families of disjoint sets and 

321 ,, XXX be three nonempty intersections each of degree three, 

 ),4,2,1(X  ),3,2,1( 21 X ).4,3,1(X3  These four families of disjoint sets meet each other at 
321 ,, XXX  are local minimum 

families of disjoint sets meet each other at 
321 ,, XXX  with the same appearance (any family of disjoint sets appear twice at 

321 ,, XXX ). Also  ),3,2,1(1 X ),4,3,1(X  ),4,2,1(X 32  these four families of disjoint sets meet each other at 
321 ,, XXX are 

local maximum families of disjoint sets meet each other at 
321 ,, XXX with different appearance (family of disjoint sets represented 

by1 appear at each intersections and others appear twice).   
Remark2.33. In case local minimum families of disjoint sets meet each other at w intersections itself is local maximum families of 

disjoint sets meet each other at w intersections, we have  3 ,
2

11 


 www for w odd, and  4 ,1
2

1  www for w even. 

Remark 2.34. At
wXXXX ,...,,, 321

intersections each of degree ,n there are many local minimum families of disjoint sets meet each 

other at w intersections and there are many local maximum families of disjoint sets meet each other at w intersections, this for 
each ,w depend on w and .n  There is maximum families of disjoint sets meet each other at w intersections, this maximum is 

equal only one local maximum and greater than other local maximum, for 12  nw  . The maximum of all local maximum 
depend only on ,n it is equal .12 n Table (1) explain this. 

 
n  w  m local maximum at w  12  nm  
3  3  4  12  nm  
3  4  4  12  nm  
3  5  5  12  nm  
3  6  4  12  nm  
3  7  5  12  nm  
3  8  4  12  nm  
3  10  5  12  nm  
5  3  7  12  nm  
5  5  8  12  nm  
5  6  7  12  nm  
5  7  8  12  nm  
5  9  9  12  nm  
5  10  8  12  nm  
5  12  8  12  nm  

Table (1) 
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Example2.35. Let m be local minimum families of disjoint sets meet each other at w intersections each of degree ,n  
where 8 w,6 n  we can’t find m  such that ,)1( nwwm  ,6m it is not true. 
Example2.36. Let m be local minimum families of disjoint sets meet each other at w intersections each of degree ,n  
where 9 w,5 n  we can’t find m  such that .)1( nwwm  ,5m it is not true. 
Definition2.37. Let 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
 be standard of meeting for m families of disjoint sets 

m ,...,,, 321
 with degree 

of intersection ,n  and let 
wYYYY ,...,,, 321

 be standard of meeting for the same m families of disjoint sets ,,...,,, 321 m
with degree of intersection ,n then we say standard of meeting

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
is congruent to standard of meeting 

.,...,,, 321 wYYYY This means two standards of meeting are congruent if they satisfy three conditions: They are both 

intersections of the same m  families of disjoint sets, they have same number of intersections with same degree of 
intersection, but appearance of families of disjoint sets can be different at the two standards of meeting.  
Example2.38. Let 

6321 ,...,,,  be six families of disjoint sets and 
54321 ,,,, XXXXX be five intersections each with 

degree of intersection four, ),4,3,2,1(1 X ).6,5,2,1(X (1,4,5,6),X ),6,4,3,1(X ), 5,3,2,1(X 5432  These five 
intersections

54321 ,,,, XXXXX is standard of meeting for families of disjoint sets .,...,,, 6321  Let 
54321 ,,,, YYYYY be five 

intersections each with degree of intersection four, ),4,3,2,1(1 Y (2,3,4,5),Y ),6,4,13(Y ), 5,6,2,1(Y 432 

).6,5,2,1(Y 5   These five intersections
54321 ,,,, YYYYY is standard of meeting for families of disjoint sets .,...,,, 6321 

These five intersections
54321 ,,,, XXXXX is congruent to the five intersections .,,,, 54321 YYYYY  

Remark2.39 Let 
m ,...,,, 321

 be m families of disjoint sets and 
wXXXX ,...,,, 321

be wnonempty intersections (each 

of degree n ) standard of meeting for m families of disjoint sets. The followings allowed:  
(1) Changes of standard of meeting such that standard of meeting before the change congruent to standard of 

meeting after the change. 
(2) Same intersection with two different symbols e.g. for ).4,1,3,2()4,3,2,1(1 X The followings not allowed: 

(1) There is intersection of degree less than .n  

(2) w intersections (standard of meeting for m families of disjoint sets), where ,1w 2w or .wC
m

n
  

(3) For w intersections (standard of meeting for m families of disjoint sets), two intersections have same 
representation (repeated), e.g. ),5,3,2,1(1 X and ).5,3,2,1(2 X  

(4) Changes of standard of meeting such that standard of meeting before the change not congruent to standard of 
meeting after the change. 

Example2.40. Let 
4321 ,,,   be 4 families of disjoint sets and 

54321 ,,,, XXXXX be 5 nonempty intersections with 
maximum  degree of intersection ,3 ).4,3,1(X  ),4,3,2(X  ), 2,1,3(X  ),4,2,1(X  ),3,2,1( 54321 X  Intersections 1X  
and 

3X  have the same representation (repeated) intersection, ( 1X is intersection of families of disjoint sets 
321 ,,   and 

3X is intersection of families of disjoint sets 
321 ,,  ). Intersections  have the same representation (repeated) are not 

allowed. 
Example2.41. Let 

4321 ,,,   be 4 families of disjoint sets and 
54321 ,,,, XXXXX be 5  nonempty intersections with 

maximum  degree of intersection ,3 ),3,2,1(1 X ) , , (X  ), ,4,3,2(X  ), ,4,3,1(X  ),4,2,1(X 5432  ) , , (5 X is 

intersection of degree zero (empty intersection), and this is not allowed. Here 5 w3,n ,4 m and .4
4

3
wCC

m

n
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From definition of combination, any intersections greater than four will be have the same representation (repeated) 
intersections or intersections of degree zero, and this is not allowed. 
Remark2.42. Let 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
 be standard of meeting for m families of disjoint sets 

m ,...,,, 321
 with  

degree ofintersection ,n  it is trivial case .1w When 1w we have .nm  Also standard of meeting consist of 

1X  and
2X  where ),1,...,3,2,1(1 nnX  and )1,1,2,...,3,2,1(2  nnnX , 21, XX is nottrivial. For ,2w if  

standard of meeting for 1n families of disjoint sets ,,,...,,, 1321 nn  because  1X does not meet .2X If 1X is  

standard of meeting for n families of disjoint sets ,,...,,, 321 n  also 21 , XX is standard of meeting for n families of  
disjoint sets .,...,,, 321 n Since ,21 XX  not allowed, two intersections have same representation (repeated), then  
standard of meeting 21 , XX means standard of meeting ,1X and standard of meeting 21 , XX  is trivial. 

Trivial case whenstandard of meeting w equal one, we have two trivial cases, first degree of  
intersection n equal one and second mn  where m is number offamilies of disjoint sets. When 1n this leads 
to ,1w and when mn  this also leads to .1w Let standard of meeting w equal two, 21, XX each of degree ,n
for families of disjointsets .,,...,,, 1321 nn  If ),1,...,3,2,1(1 nnX   and ),1,1,...,3,2,1(2  nnX family of 

disjoint sets n andfamily of disjoint sets 1n not meet each other at ,, 21 XX 2w  is trivial because ,21 XX 
and we can’t find .2w  (see Remark2.42).  

Trivial case whenstandard of meeting w equal one, this means all intersections are same, we  
have one intersection. If standard of meeting consists of sets it can’t be one set or two sets, if standard of meeting 
consists of time units it can’t be one unit or two units, and so on for any type of units. 
 

II. MAIN RESULTS 
 

Here we establish theorems and corollaries explain properties of family ofdisjoint sets. 
Theorem3.1. Let w intersections each with degree of intersection equal ,n m benumber of local maximum families of 

disjoint sets, meet each other at w intersections, then we have wnwm 
 )
2

1(  for w odd, and wnwm  )1
2

(  for w
even.     
Proof: Let 

it be number of times the family
i appear at these w  intersections ( w is odd), then from Proposition2.11. 

we have .
1

wnt
m

i
i 



Since every two families of disjoint sets meet each other at w intersections, for each i and odd 

number ,w we have ,
2

1
it

w


 then .)
2

1(
1

wntwm
m

i
i 

 


For each i and w be even, we have ,1
2 it
w

 then

.)1
2

(
1

wntwm
m

i
i  


 

Corollary 3.2. Let w intersections with degree of intersection equal ,n  be standard of meeting for m families of 
disjoint sets. Then we have .12  nm  
Proof: Using Theorem3.1 we have                                   

wnwm 
 )
2

1(  for w odd, and wnwm  )1
2

(  for w even.  

Suppose snm  2   where ,...3,2,1s then we have 
02  swsn  for w odd, and 024  sswn  for w even.     

This contradiction since snw ,, are positive integers. Therefore .12  nm  
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Corollary3.3. In Theorem3.1 minimum value of wwhen 12  nm  is equal 12 n  when w is odd and equal 
)12(2 n  when w even.  

Proof: First we want to prove it for w odd. Suppose 12  nw from Theorem3.1. it is true if we substitute in 

.)
2

1( wnwm 
  Suppose ,12  nw let ,12 knw  where ,...,6,4,2k if we substitute in ,)

2
1( wnwm 

  we 

have )12()
2

2)(12( knnknn 


 then we have 0k  a contradiction. Therefore .12  nw   

Second we want to prove it for w even. Suppose )12(2  nw from Theorem3.1. it is true if we substitute in 

.)1
2

( wnwm   Suppose ),12(2  nw let ,)12(2 knw  where ,...,6,4,2k if we substitute in 

,)1
2

( wnwm   we have ])12(2[)1
2

)12(2)(12( knnknn 


 then we have 0k  a contradiction. Therefore 

).12(2  nw  
Remark 3.4. From Corollary3.3. we have two value of w  when ,12  nm  first 12  nw  when w is odd and 
second )12(2  nw  when w even. From Definition2.16. standard of meeting w  is minimum number of nonempty 
intersections, such that any two families of disjoint sets meet each other at these w  intersections, therefore standard of 
meeting is 12  nw  not ).12(2  nw  
 

Example3.5. The following tables explain Corollary3.3. In Table(2) w odd and .5n  
 

n  w  m  
 5 9  9  
5 11  9  
 5 13  9  
5 7  8  
5  5  8  
5 3  7  

Table(2) 
 
Corollary3.6. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be m families of disjoint sets (local maximum) meet at ,,...,,, 321 wXXXX nonempty 

intersections each of degree .n For any two intersections ji XX , such that ,1 ,1 , wjwiji  then there is family of 
disjoint sets 

t suchthat 
tiX  and .tjX   

  Proof: Suppose there is no any family of disjoint sets 
t such that

iX and
jX both represented by ,t this is means

iX
represented by 

n ,...,,, 321
 and 

jX represented by ,,...,,, 2321 nnnn  
 then we have ,2nm  families which is a 

contradiction to Corollary3.2. Therefore there is family of disjoint sets 
t such that

iX and
jX both represented by .t  

Example3.7. Let 
654321 ,,,,,   be 6 families of disjoint sets and 

321 ,, XXX be 3  nonempty intersections each of 

degree .4 )6,5,4,3(X  ),6,5,2,1(X  ),4,3,2,1( 321 X any two of these six families of disjoint sets meet each other at 

the3 intersections ,,, 321 XXX 1X and 2X both represented by1 i.e. 11 X and .12 X  Also 1X and 2X both represented by

2 i.e. 21 X and .22 X  The two intersections 2X and
3X both represented by5i.e. 

52 X and .53 X  
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Theorem3.8. Let m ,...,,, 321  be m families of disjoint sets any two meet each other at 
wXXXX ,...,,, 321

intersections 

each of degree ,n then m  families of disjoint sets be local maximum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections if and 
only if for 1m families of disjoint sets 

1321 ,,...,,, mm   at the w intersections there exist a family of disjoint sets 
not meet any one of other families of disjoint sets. 
Proof: First suppose

m ,...,,, 321
 be m families of disjoint sets any two meet each other at ,,...,,, 321 wXXXX  where

w are nonempty intersections each of degree ,n and m  families of disjoint sets be local maximum families of disjoint 
sets at w  intersections then from definition of local maximum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections any family of 
disjoint sets has appearance either equal 

2
1w or 

2
3w for wodd and appearance either equal 1

2


w  or 2
2


w  for w  

even, such that not all families of disjoint sets has appearance equal 
2

3w for wodd and not all families of disjoint sets 

has appearance equal 2
2


w for w  even. We can write rwmnw 


 )
2

1(  where 0
2

1


 rw for w odd, for 1m

families of disjoint sets there is m families of disjoint sets have appearance equal 
2

1w  and one family of disjoint sets 

have appearance equal ,r this family of disjoint sets have appearance equal r dose not meet any one has appearance 

equal ,
2

1w  since .1
2

1
2

1





 wwww  We can also write rwmnw  )1
2

(  where 01
2

 rw for w even, for

1m families of disjoint sets there is m families of disjoint sets have appearance equal 1
2


w  and one family of 

disjoint sets have appearance equal ,r  since .11
2

1
2

 wwww  Therefore exists a family of disjoint sets not meet 

any one of other families of disjoint sets at this w intersections. 
Conversely suppose

m ,...,,, 321
 be m families of disjoint sets any two meet each other at, 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
 and for 

1m families of disjoint sets there exists a family of disjoint sets not meet any one of other families of disjoint sets at 
this w intersections. Suppose w is odd, since m families of disjoint sets any two meet each other at w intersections 
and for 1m families of disjoint sets exist there exists a family of disjoint sets not meet any one of other families of 
disjoint sets at this w intersections. We have m families of disjoint sets have appearance equal 

2
1w  and one family 

of disjoint sets have appearance equal ,r  where ,0
2

1


 rw  if there is a family of disjoint sets has appearance 

greater than 
2

1w  using exchange between families of disjoint sets value of r can be equal or greater than 
2

1w  and 

this contradict for 1m families of disjoint sets there exists a family of disjoint sets not meet any one of other families 
of disjoint sets at these w  intersections. We have m families of disjoint sets all have appearance equal 

2
1w  if 

0r  or ,0r  therefore m  families of disjoint sets is the local maximum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections, 
for w  odd. The proof is same for w  even. 
Corollary3.9.Let m ,...,,, 321  be m families of disjoint sets any two meet each other at wXXXX ,...,,, 321

intersections each of degree ,n and m  families of disjoint sets be local maximum families of disjoint sets at .w Let
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bam   such that ,
2

)1(
2

3 nwwbwa 



 where ,,ba are integers and .

2
1\ nwwm 

 Then

.1\  mmbam  
Proof: From definitions  of m  and \m we have .\mm  From Theorem3.8 for m  families of disjoint sets be local 
maximum families of disjoint setsat w  intersections and for 1m  families of disjoint set there exists a family of 
disjoint sets not meet any one of other families of disjoint sets at these w  intersections, we have

),
2

1)(1(
2

1
2

1
1

\ 





 wmnwwmwm  then .11
\  mmmba  

Example3.10. The following table, Table (3) explain Corollary3.9. 
 

n  w  bam 
 )

2
1()

2
3( 





wbwanw

 
1

2\




w
nwm  

1m  

3 3 4=1+3 9=3(3)=1(3)+3(2) 4.5 5 
3 5 5=0+5 15=3(5)=0(4)+5(3) 5 6 
5 3 7=1+6 15=1(3)+6(2) 7.5 8 
5 5 8=1+7 25=5(5)=1(4)+7(3) 8.33 9 
7 7 12=1+11 49=7(7)=1(5)+11(4) 12.25 13 
7 9 12=3+9 63=7(9)=3(6)+9(5) 12.6 13 
9 11 16=3+13 99=3(7)+13(6) 16.5 17 
9 17 17=0+17 153=0(10)+17(9) 17 18 

Table (3)  
 
Theorem3.11. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be m families of disjoint sets at ,,...,,, 321 wXXXX  nonempty intersections each of 

degree .n If wnwm 
 )
2

1( for w odd, and wnwm  )1
2

( for w even, then there exists two families of disjoint sets 

not meet each other at this w  intersections. 
Proof: Suppose ,21 mmm  such that wnwm 

 )
2

1(1
 for w odd, where 1m local maximum families of disjoint sets 

meet each other at these w  intersections and .12 m  We have wnwmwmwm 






 )

2
1()

2
1()

2
1( 21

 for w odd 

and   
 wnwmwmwm  )1

2
()1

2
()1

2
( 21

 for w even. Using Theorem3.8. 1m local maximum families of disjoint sets 

meet each other at this w  intersections and for 2m families of disjoint sets there is at least onefamily of disjoint sets not 
meet any one of 1m families of disjoint sets at this w  intersections. 
Lemma3.12. Let m ,...,,, 321  be local maximum m families of disjoint sets meet at ,,...,,, 321 wXXXX  nonempty 

intersections with maximum degree of intersection .n If wnwm 
 )
2

1( then for all w intersection of degree ,n if

}1,...,3,2,1{)
2

1( 


 nwmwn then there is intersection of degree less than ,n and if 

,...}2,1,{)
2

1( 


 nnnwmwn then there is an intersection of degree zero. 

Proof: Proof direct by using Definition2.9. Definition2.12. and Proposition2.11.    
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Example3.13. Let 654321 ,,,,,   be 6 families of disjoint sets and 321 ,, XXX be 3  nonempty intersections each 

of degree .4   ),6,5,2,1(X  ),4,3,2,1( 21 X )6,5,4,3(X 3  any two of these six families of disjoint sets meet each other 

at the 3  intersections ,,, 321 XXX  we have 4n , 3w , 6m and wnwm 
 )
2

1(  then all 3 intersections of 

degree .4  
Example3.14. Let 4321 ,,,   be 4 families of disjoint sets and 321 ,, XXX be 3  nonempty intersections with 

maximum degree .3 )4,3(X  ),4,2,1(X  ),3,2,1( 321 X any two of these four families of disjoint sets meet each 

other at the 3  intersections ,,, 321 XXX  we have 3n , 3w , 4m and 1)
2

1( 



wmwn  then there is 

intersection of degree less than .n This is the case  }1,...,3,2,1{)1
2

(  nwmwn  then there is anintersection of 

degree less than .n  
Example3.15. Let 4321 ,,,   be 4 families of disjoint sets and 54321 ,,,, XXXXX be 5  nonempty intersections with 
maximum  degree of intersection ,3 )., , (X  ),3,4,2(X  ),1,4,3(X  ),4,2,1(X  ),3,2,1( 54321 X  any two of these 

four families of disjoint sets meet each other at the 5  intersections ,,,,, 54321 XXXXX  we have 3n , 5w , 4m
and 3)

2
1( 




wmwn  then there is intersection of degree zero. This is the case  ,...}2,1,{)1
2

(  nnnwmwn

then there is an intersection of degree zero. 
Lemma3.16. If 1,...,3,2,1,0  nab  and ,...2,1,  nnnac  then  c.b , ba  

Proof: If  ,0 ab ,ab  and if  ab   equal  any one of the set },1,...,3,2,1{ n  then ,ab  therefore  .ab   
Since  )()( abacbc   and )()( abac  equal  any one of the set ,...},2,1,,...,3,2,1{  nnn
therefore .bc   
Corollary 3.17. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be any m families of disjoint sets meet at ,,...,,, 321 wXXXX  nonempty intersections 

each of degree .n  Let ,...6,4,2k then )
2
1()

2
1( kwmwnwm 


  for w odd, and )1

2
()1

2
( 




kwmwnwm  for 

w even. 
 Proof: Let awm 


2

1 , bwn   and .)
2
1( ckwm 
 From Lemma3.4. we have }1,...,3,2,1,0  nab , if 

,...}2,1,{  nnnab  then there is an intersection of degree zero, so we will take }.1,...,3,2,1,0{  nab Since 

,...},2,1,{  nnnac  using Lemma3.9. we have c,b , ba  therefore )
2
1()

2
1( kwmwnwm 


  for w odd. The 

proof will be the same for )1
2

()1
2

( 



kwmwnwm where w even. 

 
Example3.18. Let 654321 ,,,,,   be 6 families of disjoint sets and 321 ,, XXX be 3  nonempty intersections 

each of degree .4 )6,5,4,3(X  ),6,5,2,1(X  ),4,3,2,1( 321 X any two of these six families of disjoint sets meet each other 

at the 3 intersections ,,, 321 XXX 4n , 3w , 6m and let 2k (minimum value of k ). This satisfies  

)
2
1()

2
1( kwmwnwm 


  for w odd. We have ).

2
213(6)4(3)

2
13(6 
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Let 54321 ,,,,   be 5 families of disjoint sets and 4321 ,,, XXXX be 4  nonempty intersections each of degree .4
) ,5,4,2(X  ),5,4,3,1(X  ),5,3,2,1(X  ),4,3,2,1( 4321 X any two of these five families of disjoint sets meet each other at 

the 3  intersections ,,,, 4321 XXXX 4n , 4w , 5m and let 2k (minimum value of k ). This satisfies  

)1
2

()1
2

( 



kwmwnwm  for w even. We have  ).1

2
24(5)4(4)1

2
4(5 


  

Remark3.19. From division of a  by m we have 1.-mr0 ,  rmba  From division by 5 we can write:  

444434)5(319
444333)5(318
443332)5(317

433331)5(316
333330)5(315







 
Generally we can write 

timerrepetedbbbbbba

bbbbbra
bbbbra
bbbbra

timemrepetedbbbbbra

   1   ).0(...)0()0()0()1(...)1(
.                .                                                                              .
.                .                                                                              .
.                .                                                                              .

)0(...)0()1()1()1(3
)0(...)0()1()1(2
)0(...)0()0()1(1

       )0(...)0()0()0(









 

Remark3.20. Since families of disjoint sets meet at w  intersections each of degree ,n and number of families of 
disjoint will be local maximum if we divide nw by smallest number of  appearance, such that any two families of 
disjoint sets meet each other at w  intersections, which equal 

2
1w  when w is odd or equal 1

2


w when w  is even. 

Let w is the number of nonempty intersections each of degree ,n and m is number of local maximum families of 
disjoint sets meet at intersections ,,...,,, 321 wXXXX from Definition2.20. the appearance of any family of disjoint sets 

equal 
2

1w  or equal 1
2

1


w  when w  is odd and for w  even we have three types, first all families of disjoint sets has 

appearance equal ,1
2


w second appearance equal 1
2


w  and ,2
2


w  not all 2
2


w  but at least has appearance equal  

,2
2


w  third all families of disjoint sets has appearance equal ,1
2


w except only one family of disjoint sets has 

appearance equal .
2
w  Table (4) explain Definition2.20 where m is local maximum families of disjoint sets meet each 

other at w intersections and w  is odd. 
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n  w  bam   

)
2

1()
2

3( 





wbwanw  

3 3 4=1+3 9=3(3)=1(3)+3(2) 
3 5 5=0+5 15=3(5)=0(4)+5(3) 
5 3 7=1+6 15=1(3)+6(2) 
5 5 8=1+7 25=5(5)=1(4)+7(3) 
7 7 12=1+11 49=7(7)=5(5)+6(4) 
7 9 12=3+9 63=7(9)=3(6)+9(5) 
9 11 16=3+13 99=9(7)+6(6) 
9 17 17=0+17 153=0(10)+17(9) 

Table (4) 
 

Table (5) explain Definition2.20 where m is local maximum families of disjoint sets meet each other at w
intersections and w  is even. 

 
n  w  

321 aaam   )
2

()1
2

()2
2

( 321
wawawanw   

3 4 4=0+4+0 3(4)=12=0(4)+4(3)+0(2) 
4 4 5=1+4+0 4(4)=16=1(4)+4(3)+0(2) 
5 6 7=2+5+0 5(6)=30=2(5)+5(4)+0(3) 
3 8 5=0+4+1 3(8)=24=0(6)+4(5)+1(4) 
7 8 11=1+10+0 7(8)=56=1(6)+10(5)+0(4) 
7 10 11=4+7+0 7(10)=70=4(7)+7(6)+0(5) 
9 10 15=0+15+0 9(10)=90=0(7)+15(6)+0(5) 
7 12 12=0+12+0 7(12)=84=0(8)+12(7)+0(6) 

Table (5) 
 
Table (6) explain Definition2.26 where m is local minimum families of disjoint sets meet each other at w
intersections and w  is odd. 
 

n  w  
21 aam   )1(21  wawanw  

3 3 4=1+3 9=3(3)=1(3)+3(2) 
3 5 m not exists 15=3(5)=0(4)+5(3) 
5 3 7=1+6 15=5(3)=1(3)+6(2) 
5 5 6=1+5 25=5(5)=1(5)+5(4) 
7 7 8=1+7 49=7(7)=1(7)+7(6) 
7 9 m not exists  
9 11 m not exists  
9 17 m not exists  

Table (6) 
 

Table (7) explain Definition2.26 where m is local minimum families of disjoint sets meet each other at w
intersections and w  is even. 
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n  w  

21 aam   )1(21  wawanw  
3 4 4=0+4 12=3(4)=0(4)+4(3) 
4 4 5=1+4 16=4(4)=1(4)+4(3) 
5 6 6=0+6 30=5(6)=0(6)+6(5) 
3 8 m not exists  
7 8 8=0+8 56=7(8)=0(8)+8(7) 
7 10 m not exists  
9 10 10=0+10 90=9(10)=0(10)+10(9) 
7 12 m not exists  

Table (7) 
 

Theorem3.21. Let m families of disjoint sets meet each other at ,,...,,, 321 wXXXX w intersections each of degree ,n and let 

knm  is where ,1,...,3,2,1  nk then m is families of disjoint sets meet each other at w intersections then m families 

of disjoint sets be local minimum families of disjoint sets at w intersections if and only if .)1( nwwk   
Proof: First suppose m families of disjoint sets be local minimum families of disjoint sets at w intersections. From Theorem3.1. 
and definition of local minimum families of disjoint sets meet each other at w intersections we have

,)1)(()1( nwwknwm   
then ,nwknkwnw  and we have .)1( nwk   
Conversely suppose m families of disjoint sets meet each other at w intersections. Since we have ,)1( nwk  we can write 

,nnwkkwnw  and ,)1)(( nwwkn  we can write this as ,)1)(()1( nwwknwm  therefore m
families of disjoint sets be local minimum families of disjoint sets at w intersections.  
Corollary3.22.Let w be number of nonempty intersections each of degree ,n and m is number of local maximum families of 
disjoint sets meet at intersections ,,...,,, 321 wXXXX if a  is the number of families of disjoint sets each its appearance equal

1
2

1


w  where w  is odd then we have  .)
2

1)(()
2

3( nwwamwa 



  If c  is the number of families of disjoint sets each its 

appearance equal )2
2

( 
w  where w  is even then we have    nwwcmwc  )1

2
)(()2

2
(  where w  is even integer. 

Proof: Let 
m ,...,,, 321

 be m families of disjoint sets,
wXXXX ,...,,, 321

are nonempty intersections each of degree .n Using 

Remark3.20. we have appearance of families of disjoint equal 
2

1w  or equal 1
2

1


w  when w  is odd and the appearance of 

families of disjoint equal 1
2


w  or equal 2
2


w  when w  is even. Let it be number of time the family of disjoint sets 
i appear at 

these w intersections, using Proposition2.11. we have .
1

wnt
m

i
i 



 Therefore if a  is the number of families of disjoint sets each its 

appearance equal 1
2

1


w  where w  is odd then we have  .)
2

1)(()
2

3( nwwamwa 



  If b  is the number of families of 

disjoint sets each its appearance equal 1)1
2

( 
w  where w  is even then we have nwwbmwb 

 )1
2

)(()
2

4(  where w is 

even integer. 
Theorem3.23. Let w  be odd integer, 1m is local maximum families of disjoint sets meet at ,,...,,, 321 wXXXX (nonempty intersections 

each of degree n ),such that
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(3.1)                                                                                                                                         )
2

1(1 wnwm 
 and 2m is local 

maximum families of disjoint sets meet at 
1321 ,,...,,, ww XXXXX (nonempty intersections each of degree n ) ,such that 

(3.2)                                                                                                    )1()1
2

1(2 
 wnwm

 
then .12 mm 

 Proof: Suppose 21 mm   let kmm  12  where .,...3,2,1k  We can write )2.3( as 

(3.3)                                                                                                                         )1()1
2

1)(( 1 


 wnwkm  

We can write )3.3( as 

(3.4)                                                                                                        )
2

1()
2

1( 11 nnwkwkmwm 





 
Using Corollary 3.17. we can write )1.3( as 

(3.5)                                                                                                                
2

1w)
2

1()
2

1( 11






 wmwnwm

 
From )4.3(  and )5.3( we can write 

 
(3.6)                                                                

2
1)

2
1()

2
1()

2
1( 111 nwwmnnwkwkmwm 












 
From )6.3(  we have 

(3.7)                                                                                                                       
2

1)
2

1(1 nwkwkm 






 

`
In )7.3( since ,1mn and )

2
1(

2
1 


 wkw where ,...3,2,1k  therefore 21 mm  is a contradiction. Hence .12 mm   

 
Example3.24.The below table, Table (8) explain Theorem3.23. 

 
n  w  

nwwm 
 )
2

1(1  )1()1
2

1(2 
 wnwm  

3  3  41 m  42 m  

3  5  51 m  42 m  

4  3  61 m  52 m  

4  5  61 m  62 m  

4  7  71 m  62 m  

5  3  71 m  62 m  

5  5  81 m  72 m  

5  7  81 m  82 m  

7  3  101 m  92 m  

7  5  111 m  102 m  
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7  7  121 m  112 m  

7  9  121 m  112 m  

7  11 121 m  122 m  

7  13  131 m  122 m  
Table (8) 

 
Theorem3.25. Let ,21 ww  1m is local minimum families of disjoint sets meet at ,,...,,,

1321 wXXXX (nonempty intersections each of 

degree n ),such that 2m is local minimum families of disjoint sets meet at ,,...,,,
2321 wXXXX (nonempty intersections each of degree

n ), ]
1

[
1

1
1 


w
nwm  and ],

1
[

2

2
2 


w
nwm where ][x is integral part of ,x such that

(3.8)                                                                                                                                      )1( 111 nwwm   
and  

(3.9)                                                                                                                                      )1( 222 nwwm   
then .12 mm 

 Proof: Let 111 bam   such that ,)1( 11111 nwwbwa  and 222 bam   such that 22222 )1( nwwbwa   
where 2211 ,,, baba are integers. Let 11

\
1111  mmbam where

11
\

1 )1( nwwm  and let 12
\
2222  mmbam  where

.)1( 22
\
2 nwwm   From )8.3(  we have  

(3.10)                                                                                                                                                 )
1

11()
1

(
11

1\
1 





w

n
w

wnm  

and from )10.3(  we have

(3.11)                                                                                                                                                  )
1

11()
1

(
22

2\
2 





w

n
w

wnm  

Since ,21 ww  from )10.3( and )11.3(  we have \
1

\
2 mm  and hence .21 mm   

Example3.26.The table belowexplain Theorem3.25.In Table (9) n is constant .7n  
 

w  nwwm  )1(\  nwwm  )1( where mis integer 

4  33.9
3

28\ m  
9m  

5  
75.8

4
35\ m  

8m  

6  
40.8

5
42\ m  

8m  

7  
17.8

6
49\ m  

8m  

8  
00.8

7
56\ m  

8m  

Table (9) 
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The table below Table (10)explain Theorem3.25.In Table (10) n is constant .8n Table (10) is the same as   Table(9), 
difference between them the value of .n  
 

w  nwwm  )1(\  nwwm  )1( where mis integer 

5  
10

4
40\ m  

10m  

6  
60.9

5
48\ m  

9m  

7  
33.9

6
56\ m  

9m  

8  
14.9

7
64\ m  

9m  

9  
00.9

8
72\ m  

9m  

Table (10) 
 

Remark3.27. In equation nwwamwa 



 )

2
1)(()

2
3(  from Corollary3.18, if we put bam   the equation can be 

written as  

) (3.12                                                                                                                                   )
2

1()
2

3( nwwbwa 





 
Since ,bam   it is true if 0a  then we have mb  and ,)

2
1( nwwb 

 it is not true if ,0b when  ,0b then 

we have ma  and .)
2

3( nwwa 
  

Let w  be number of nonempty intersections each of degree ,n and 1m is number of local maximum families of disjoint 
sets 

1
,...,,, 321 m meet at these w  intersections. If we add two intersections to these w intersections local maximum 

number of families of disjoint sets meet at 2w  intersections become .2m  Let 111 bam   and 222 bam   then 
equation (12) can written as  

) (3.13                                                                                                                                         )
2

1()
2

3( 11 nwwbwa 





 
) (3.14                                                                                                                              2)

2
3()

2
5( 22 nnwwbwa 






 
From )13.3( and )14.3(  we have  

 
) (3.15                                                                                                             22)

2
1]([ 1221122 nabawbaba 




 
 In case 21 mm  we have 2211 baba   and )15.3(  can be written as: 

) (3.16                                                                                                                           22 122 naba   
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Remark3.28. Next we will prove corollary which states: Let w  be number of nonempty intersections each of degree
,n and 1m is number of local maximum families of disjoint sets 

1
,...,,, 321 m meet at these w intersections. If we add 

two intersections to these w intersections, local maximum families of disjoint sets meet at 2w  intersections 
become ,2m then .21 mm  Here we want to explain this by the following table. In table (11) we calculate 1m as real 

number ].
1

2[1 


w
nwm  

 
n degree of 
intersections 

w  standard of 
meeting 1

2
w
nw

 
]

1
2[
w
nw is local maximum families 

of disjoint sets 
5  3  7.5 7  
5  5  8.33 8  
5  7  75.8  8  
5  9  9  9  
7  3  5.10  10  
7  5  67.11  11 
7  7  25.12  12 
7  9  6.12  12 
7  11 83.12  12 
7  13  13  13  

Table (11) 
 
Theorem3.29. Let w  be number of nonempty intersections each of degree ,n and 1m is local maximum ‘families of 

disjoint sets 
1

,...,,, 321 m meet at these w intersections, where w is odd. 2m is local maximum number of families of 

disjoint sets at .2w Let 111 bam   such that ,
2

1
2

3
11 nwwbwa 




 and 222 bam   such thatthat

),2(
2

3
2

5
22 




 wnwbwa where 2211 ,,, baba are integers.If ,
2

32 11



wman then ,21 mm  and if 

11 2
2

3 anwm 




then .1 21 mm   
Proof: Since 

(3.17)                                                                                                                         ,)
2

1)(()
2

1( 1111 anwwbawm 



  

we can write 
 

(3.18)                                                                                                                                     
2

1)
2

1)(1( 11






wanwwm  

since we have 
(3.19)                                                                                                                                   )2()()2( 1 ananwwn 

 If (3.20)                                                                                                                                                         2
2

3
11 anwm 


  

From (3.19) (3.18), ),17.3( and )20.3(  we can write 
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(3.21)                                                                                                                                )2()
2

3)(1()
2

3( 12 



 wnwmwm  

If (3.22)                                                                                                                                                          
2

12 11



wman

 
From (3.19) (3.18), ),17.3( and )22.3(  we can write 

(3.23)                                                                                                                                         )2()
2

1()
2

1( 21 



 wnwmwm

 
Hence from )21.3(  and )23.3( the theorem holds.

 Example3.30.The below table, Table (12) explain Theorem3.29.for w odd 
 

n  w
 111 bam   

nwwbwa 





2
1

2
3

11  

222 bam 

)2(
2

3
2

5
22 




 wnwbwa  
2

3
1




wm
 

 

12 an  

3
 

3  314   
)3(3)2(3)3(1   

505   
)5(3)3(5)4(0   

34  16  

4  3  606   
)3(4)2(6)3(0   

426   
)5(4)3(4)4(2   

36  08  

4  5  426   
)5(4)3(4)4(2   

707   
)7(4)4(7)5(0   

46  28  

5
 

3  617   
)3(5)2(6)3(1   

718   
)5(5)3(7)4(1   

37  110  

5
 

7  538 
)7(5)4(5)5(3   

909   
)9(5)5(9)6(0   

58  310  

7  7  11112   
)7(7)4(11)5(1   

9312   
)9(7)5(9)6(3   

512  114   

7  9  9312   
)9(7)5(9)6(3   

7512   
)11(7)6(7)7(5   

612  314  

7  11
 

7512   
)11(7)6(7)7(5   

13013   
)13(7)7(13)8(0   

712  514  

9
 

7  12315   
)7(9)4(12)5(3   

15116   
)9(9)5(15)6(1   

515  318  

9
 

9  15116   
)9(9)5(15)6(1   

13316   
)11(9)6(13)7(3   

616  118  

Table (12) 
 

Theorem3.31. Let w  be number of nonempty intersections each of degree ,n and 1m is local maximum ‘families of 
disjoint sets 

1
,...,,, 321 m at these w intersections, where w is even. 2m is local maximum number of families of 

disjoint sets at .2w Let 111 bam   such that ,)1
2

()2
2

( 11 nwwbwa  and 222 bam   such thatthat
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),2()2
2

()3
2

( 22  wnwbwa where 2211 ,,, baba are integers.If ),2
2

(2 11 
wman then ,21 mm  and if 

11 2)2
2

( anwm  then .1 21 mm   

Proof: Since                                                                                                              

(3.24)                                                                                                                          ,)1
2

)(()1
2

( 1111 anwwbawm   

we can write 

(3.25)                                                                                                                                1)
2

()1
2

)(1( 11 
wanwwm  

since we have 
(3.26)                                                                                                                              )2()()2( 11 ananwwn 

 If we have

(3.27)                                                                                                                                                    2)2
2

( 11 anwm   

From (3.25) ),24.3( and )26.3(  we can write 

(3.28)                                                                                                                        )2()2
2

)(1()1
2

( 12  wnwmwm  

If we have   

(3.29)                                                                                                                                          2) 
2

(2 11 
wman

 
From (3.26) (3.25), ),24.3( and )29.3(  we can write 

(3.30)                                                                                                                            )2()1
2

()1
2

( 21  wnwmwm
 

Hence from )28.3(  and )30.3( the theorem holds.
 Example3.32.The below table, Table (13) explain Theorem3.31.for w even 

 
n  w

 111 bam   

nwwbwa  )1
2

()2
2

( 11

 

222 bam 

)2()2
2

()3
2

( 22  wnwbwa  

)3
2

(1 
wm

 
 

12 an  

3
 

4  404   
)4(3)3(4)4(0   

224   )6(3)4(2)5(2   
44   06  

4  4  415   
)4(4)3(4)4(1   

606   
)6(4)4(6)5(0   

44  18  

4  6  606   
)6(4)4(6)5(0   

426   
)6(4)5(4)6(2   

56  08  

5
 

4  426   
)4(5)3(4)4(2   

527    
)6(5)4(5)5(2   

46  210  

5
 

6  527   
)6(5)4(5)5(2   

808   
)8(5)5(8)6(0   

57  210  

5 8  808   628   68  010  
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 )8(5)5(8)6(0   )10(5)6(6)7(2   
6  4  808   

)4(6)3(8)4(0   
909   

)6(6)4(9)5(0   
48  012  

6  6  909   
)6(6)4(9)5(0   

639   
)8(6)5(6)6(3   

59  012  

6  8  639   
)8(6)5(6)6(3   

10010   
)10(6)6(10)7(0   

69  312  

6  10
 

10010   
)10(6)6(10)7(0   

8210   
)12(6)7(8)8(2   

710  012  

Table (13) 
 

Remark3.33. From Theorem3.29 and Theorem3.31 if 1m is number of local maximum families of disjoint sets at w  
intersections withof degree of intersection ,n and 2m is number of local maximum families of disjoint sets at 2w  
intersections with degree of intersection ,n then 21 mm   for all wodd or even. 

Remark3.34. If m is number of local minimum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections withof degree of intersection
,n  since nm is ( nm  is trivial case) then we have nwwkn  )1)(( where ,....3,2,1k and .)1( nwk  Number 

oflocal minimum families of disjoint sets at wnot always equal .1n If 5, w,8 n  then .102 nm If 6, w,15 n  
then .183 nm  
Remark3.35.FromCorollary3.27minimum families of disjoint sets will besmallestlocal minimum families of disjoint 
sets meet each other at smallest standard of meetingfor w odd, 3w andfor w even, .4w By using Theorem3.1 
at 21 ,3  ww we have ,32 1 nm  at 31 ,4  ww we have ,43 2 nm  then we have .12 mm   
Corollary3.36. For smallest oddstandard of meeting and smallest even standard of meetinglocal minimum families of 
disjoint sets m  equal 

4
3,

3
2 nmnm  respectively and local maximum families of disjoint sets meet each other at 

smallest standard of meeting equal 
4

3,
3

2 nmnm  respectively. 

Proof: Smallest oddstandard of meeting 3w and smallest evenstandard of meeting .4w From definition of local 
minimum families of disjoint sets for 3w we have nmwm 3)13()1(  and for 4w we have

.4)14()1( nmwm  From definition of local maximum families of disjoint sets for 3w we have

nmwm 32)
2

1( 
 and for 4w we have .43)1

2
( nmwm   

Remark3.37.For eachdegree of intersection n we have 32 n cases oflocal maximum andhave 32 n cases oflocal 
minimum. The values ofstandards of meeting ,w for eachdegree of intersection n is .12,...,5,4,3  nw  
Remark3.38.For w intersection eachdegree of intersection equal ,n if we determine the appearance of thefamily of 
disjoint sets, we can find the number m of family of disjoint sets which satisfies appearance which we want. If we 
select anyappearance ,kw  where

2
11 


wk for w odd and 1

2
1 

wk for w even, it is easy to findthe number m
of family of disjoint sets. The following table explain this.  
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10n even 
w  Selected appearance of families Number of families 
15  14  11 
15  13  11 
15  12  12  
15  11 13  
15  10  15  
15  9  16  
15  8  18  
16  15  11 
16  14  11 
16  13  12  
16  12  13  
16  11 14  
16  10  16  
16  9  17  

Table (14) 
 

III. APPLICATIONS 
 

In this section we introduce examples satisfying main results in this paper, in details we introduce Four Colour  
Problem as an example. 

The Four Colour Problem dates back to 1852 when Francis Guthrie, while trying to colour the map of the  
counties of England, noticed that four colours succeed. He asked his brother Frederick if it was true that any map can 
be coloured using four colours in such a way that adjacent regions (i.e., those sharing a common boundary segment, not 
just a point) receive different colours. Frederick Guthrie then communicated the conjecture to De Morgan. The first 
printed reference is by Cayley in 1878 [14]. 

A year later the first proof by Kempe appeared; its incorrectness was pointed out by Heawood eleven years  
later. Another failed proof was published by Tait in 1880; a gap in the argument was pointed out by Petersen in 1891. 
Both failed proofs did have some value, though. Kempe proved the five-colour theorem as: (Every plane graph has a 5-
coloring), and discovered what became known as Kempe chains, and Tait found an equivalent formulation of the Four 
Colour Theorem in terms of edge 3-coloring, stated here as: (Every cubic plane graph with no cut-edge has an edge 3-
coloring)[14]. 

The next major contribution came from G. D. Birkhoff in 1913, whose workallowed Franklin to prove in  
1922 that the fourallowed Franklin to prove in 1922 that the four colours conjecture is true for maps with at most 25 
regions. The same method was used by other mathematicians to make progress on the four colour problem. Important 
here is the work by Heesch who developed the two main ingredients needed for the ultimate proof  (reducibility) and 
(discharging). While the concept of reducibility was studied by other researchers as well, the idea of discharging, 
crucial for the unavoidability part of the proof, is due to Heesch, and he also conjectured that a suitable development of 
this method would solve the Four Colour Problem. This was confirmed by Appel and Haken when they published their 
proof of the Four Colour Theorem in two 1977 papers [14]. 

The four colour problem is a problem in graph theory, in this paper we introduce four colour problem as a  
problem in set theory. Here we consider regions have same colour in the map as sets belong to one family of disjoint 
sets. Families of disjoint sets is a generalization to the colours problems. Four colours problems is an example of 
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Theorem3.1. From Definition 4.1. and Definition 4.2. we can consider regions have one colour as a family of disjoint 
sets with degree of intersection three. 
Definition 4.1. A point is a corner of a map if and only if it belongs to the closures of at least three regions [17]. 
Definition 4.2. Two regions of a map are adjacent if their respective closures have a common point that is not a corner 
of the map [17]. 
In this paper we consider any map as families of disjoint sets, such that regions in the same colour as a family of  
disjoint sets. Regions in the same colour, are sets which are disjoint. Regions of map draw as sets intersect each other 
with degree of intersection three. We have seen from main theorems, local minimum and local maximum families of 
disjoint sets meet each other at w intersections depends on degree of intersection and standard of meeting. Minimum 
and maximum families of disjoint sets are general concepts, minimum and maximum colours used in maps are 
examples of these concepts.  
Example4.3. Let degree of intersection n  equal three, regions of a map are sets with degree of intersection three. Let 
for m be number families of disjoint sets, (number of colours used to draw map), from Theorem3.2 ,12  nm
substitute ,3n  we have ,5m  this means maximum number of colour to draw a map is .5  If you used six or 
more than six colours, this means by small effort you can reduce the number of colours to five. 
Example4.4. Let degree of intersection n  equal three, and w  standard of meeting equal five, from Theorem3.1 

,)
2

1( wnwm 
  for substitute 5 w,3 n  we have  ),3(5)

2
15( 

m m is local maximum families of disjoint sets 

(maximum colours used in maps) at 5, w  .5m Suppose ,6m and 
54321 ,,,, XXXXX be 5  nonempty intersections 

with maximum  degree of intersection ,3 ),6,4,3(X  ),5,2,1(X  ),3,2,1( 321 X ).,6 5,4 (X  ),3,4,2(X 54  The families of 
disjoint sets (colours used in maps) labeled by 6,5,1 appear twice at ,,,,, 54321 XXXXX this means families of disjoint sets 
labeled by 6,5,1 not meet each other at these intersections. We change these intersections as  

).,1 5, 4(X  ),3,4,2(X  ),5,4,3(X  ),5,2,1(X  ),3,2,1( 54321 X Therefore any two of these families of disjoint sets 
(colours used in maps) labeled by 5,4,3,2,1 meet each other at ,,,,, 54321 XXXXX because any one appear three time. 
Example4.5. Let 

4321 ,,,   be ,4 families of disjoint sets (colours used to draw map), and 
321 ,, XXX be ,3  nonempty 

intersections each of degree ,3 ).4,3,1(X  ),4,2,1(X  ),3,2,1( 321 X These ,4  families of disjoint sets meet each other at 

321 ,, XXX  are local maximum families of disjoint sets meet each other at minimum standard of meeting .,, 321 XXX  If 

).4,3,1(X  ),4,2,1(X  ),3,2,1( 321 X These ,4  families of disjoint sets meet each other at ,,, 321 XXX  are local minimum 
families of disjoint sets meet each other at minimum standard of meeting .,, 321 XXX  

Example4.6. Let 
4321 ,,,   be 4 families of disjoint sets (colours used to draw map), and 

4321 ,,, XXXX be 4  

nonempty intersections each of degree .3  ),3,2,1(1 X ).4,3,2(X ),4,3,1(X  ),4,2,1(X 432  These 4  families of 
disjoint sets meet each other at 

4321 ,,, XXXX  are local minimum families of disjoint sets meet each other at minimum 
standard of meeting .,,, 4321 XXXX  Also local maximum families of disjoint sets meet each other at this standard of 

meeting are .4  
Remark4.7. In both Example4.5 and Example4.6 families of disjoint sets (colours used to draw map) are four, and 
nonempty intersections of degree .3  In Example4.5 standard of meeting ,3w  and in Example4.6 standard of 
meeting .4w In Example4.5 if we take any3 intersections each of degree ,3 such that they form standard of meeting, 
we find that these three intersections with the property there is one family of disjoint sets (one colour) appear at all 
intersections. If we have B for blue, G for green, O fororange, R forred, and Y for yellow. Take any three 
intersections ,,, 321 XXX such that they formedstandard of meeting for the colours .,,, YRGB  Let  ),,,(1 RGBX 

),,,(2 YGBX  ),,,(3 YRBX   the four colours YRGB ,,, are local minimum colours at intersections ,,, 321 XXX with 
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property one colour B appear at each intersections.In Example4.6 if we take any 4 intersections each of degree ,3 such 
that they form standard of meeting, we find that these four intersections with the property all families of disjoint sets 
(all colours)  have the same appearance at all intersections. Take any four intersections

4321 ,,, XXXX such that they 
formedstandard of meeting for the colours .,,, YRGB  Let  ),,,(1 RGBX  ),,,(2 YGBX  ),,,(3 YRBX  ),,,(4 YRGX   the 
four colours YRGB ,,, are local minimum colours at intersections

4321 ,,, XXXX with property four colours have the same 
appearance at all intersections. 
Example4.8. Let 

321 ,, XXX be 3  nonempty intersections each of degree .4 ),6,5,2,1(X  ),4,3,2,1( 21 X )6,5,4,3(X3 

any two of these six families of disjoint sets meet each other at the 3  intersections ,,, 321 XXX 4n , 3w , These6  
families of disjoint sets meet each other at ,,, 321 XXX are local maximum families of disjoint sets meet each other at 
minimum standard of meeting ,,, 321 XXX and are local minimum families of disjoint sets meet each other at minimum 

standard of meeting .,, 321 XXX Let 
321 ,, YYY be 3  nonempty intersections each of degree .4

)5,4,2,1(Y  ),5,3,2,1(Y  ),4,3,2,1( 321 Y any two of these five families of disjoint sets meet each other at the 3  intersections

,,, 321 YYY 4n , 3w , .5m These5  families of disjoint sets meet each other at ,,, 321 YYY  are minimum families of 
disjoint sets meet each other at minimum standard of meeting .,, 321 YYY  Families of disjoint sets (colours) represent 

(labeled) by1and 2 appear at all three intersections .,, 321 YYY  

Example4.9 Let 
321 ,, XXX be 3  nonempty intersections each of degree .6 ),6,5,4,3,2,1(1 X

)7,6,4,3,2,1(X  ),7,5,4,3,2,1(X 32  any two of these seven families of disjoint sets meet each other at the 3  intersections

,,, 321 XXX 6n , 3w , .7m These 7  families of disjoint sets meet each other at ,,, 321 XXX  are local minimum 
families of disjoint sets, with four families of disjoint sets appear at each intersection, meet each other at minimum 
standard of meeting .,, 321 XXX Let 

321 ,, YYY be 3  nonempty intersections each of degree .6
)8,7,6,5,2,1(Y  ),8,7,4,3,2,1(Y  ),6,5,4,3,2,1( 321 Y any two of these eight families of disjoint sets meet each other at the 

three intersections ,,, 321 YYY these eight families of disjoint sets with twofamilies of disjoint sets appear at each 

intersection, 6n , 3w , .8m Let 
321 ,, ZZZ be 3  nonempty intersections each of degree .6

),9,8,7,3,2,1(  Z),6,5,4,3,2,1( 21 Z )9,8,7,6,5,4(Z3  any two of these nine families of disjoint sets meet each other at the

3 intersections ,,, 321 ZZZ 6n , 3w , .9m These 9  families of disjoint sets meet each other at ,,, 321 ZZZ arelocal 
minimumallfamilies of disjoint setshave the same appearance andlocal maximum families of disjoint sets meet each 
other at minimum standard of meeting .,, 321 ZZZ  
Remark4.10. Four colours problem is an application of families of disjoint sets with degree of intersection equal three 
at all standards of meeting three, four and five local minimum families of disjoint sets (colours) equal four.At standards 
of meeting three and four local maximum families of disjoint sets (colours) equal four. In this case local 
maximumfamilies of disjoint sets (colours)equal local minimum families of disjoint sets (colours).At standard of 
meeting equal fivelocal maximumfamilies of disjoint sets (colours)equal five and local minimum families of disjoint 
sets equal four. 
For families of disjoint sets with degree of intersection equal four at standard of meeting equal three,in this case local 
minimum families of disjoint sets (colours) equal six and local maximum families (colours) equal six. For families of 
disjoint sets with degree of intersection equal four at standard of meeting equal four,in this case local minimum 
families of disjoint sets (colours) equal five and local maximum families of disjoint sets (colours) equal five. For 
families of disjoint sets with degree of intersection equal six at standard of meeting equal three, in this case local 
minimum families of disjoint sets (colours) equal nine and local maximum families of disjoint sets (colours)also equal 
nine. Forfamilies of disjoint sets with degree of intersection equal six at standard of meeting equal four, in this case 
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local minimum families of disjoint sets (colours) equal eight and local maximum families of disjoint sets (colours)also 
equal eight. 
Example4.11. Suppose we have any number of rectangles such that no point belongs to more than two rectangles. If we 
consider these rectangles families of disjoint sets with degree of intersection two, when we need to colour these 
rectangles minimum number of colour used three and maximum number of colour used three. Map of three colours is a 
map with degree of intersection two. 
Example4.12. Suppose we have any number of bodies (cubes) arrange such that maximum number of bodies touch 
each other at one point is eight point. If we coloured these bodies such that any two bodies touch each other even at one 
point have different colours. We want to calculate maximum and minimum number of colours used to any number of 
bodies. We consider bodies here as families of disjoint sets, and one family of disjoint sets, is a set of bodies such that 
every two not touch each other even at one point. This bodies are families of disjoint sets with degree of intersection 
equal eight. Using Corollary3.3 we have maximum families of disjoint sets (maximum number of colours used to 
colour these bodies) equal .1512 n We have many locals minimum families of disjoint sets with degree of 
intersection eight, minimum families of disjoint sets(minimum number of colours used to colour these bodies) equal 
nine.   
Example4.13. Suppose we have ten papers connected together by spiral wire and each paper from other side connected 
with nine other papers by spiral wire, so that each paper from two different sides connected to nine other papers by 
spiral wire. If each ten papers connected together by spiral wire having ten different colours. We want to calculate 
maximum and minimum number of colours used to coloured any number of papers. We consider papers here as 
families of disjoint sets, and one family of disjoint sets, is a set of papers such that every two not connected by one 
spiral wire. These papers are families of disjoint sets with degree of intersection equal ten. Using Corollary3.3 we have 
maximum families of disjoint sets (maximum number of colours used to colour these papers) equal .1912 n  
Wehave minimum families of disjoint sets(minimum number of colours used to colour these papers), from definition of 
local minimumfamilies of disjoint sets we haveminimumfamilies of disjoint .11m  
Example4.14. Suppose we have huge balloon, and we draw all surface of this balloon by congruent equilateral triangles. 
Every point of the surface either inside a triangle, located on common rib belongs to two triangles or located on 
common head of six triangles. To colour these triangles, such that any six triangles have common head coloured with 
six different colours, at ,3w  local minimumfamilies of disjoint sets is nine families of disjoint sets (colours) 
minimized to seven families of disjoint sets (colours)  such that four colours appear at each intersection. The maximum 
number of colours used equal eleven .111)6(212  nm If number of triangles on surface of this balloon is large we 
can’t use more than eleven colours, if you used more than eleven colours any number of intersections of degree six 
can’t be standard of meeting. If  you used more than eleven colours it become like two persons every one come one day 
per week, both met at Monday, it can’t be consider meet each other once per week.        
Remark4.15. For all degree of intersections equal n we care about 3w  and 12  nw  because minimum number of 
families of disjoint sets when 3w  and maximum number of families of disjoint sets when .12  nw  
Example4.16. In a city let m be number of bus routes (families of disjoint sets), wbe number of bus stops (standard 
of meeting), and n be maximum number of bus routes pass through any bus stop (degree of intersection). This net of 
bus routes and bus stops built with conditions if you want to move between any two bus stops it is enough to used two 
route only, This net with the following properties: 

(1) To move between any two bus stops you can used one bus (bus route). See corollary 3.6. 
(2)  Any two routes meet each other at least at one bus stop. See Definition2.13. 
(3) ,mn if mn   this means any routes stop at all bus stops. 
Remark4.17. For purpose of high efficient, airport administration may consider airline companies as families of 
disjoint sets, airplanes belong to one airline company form a family of disjoint sets. According to number of 
airplanes arrive to airport per week they have select suitable unit time. The number of airline companies (families 
of disjoint sets) be ,m and suitable unit time can be a day, hours, one hour, have an hour or minutes. Number of 
airplanes arrive to airport perunit time ,n is degree of intersection .n We can select suitable standard of meeting ,w
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number of airplanes arrive to airport (families of disjoint sets) ,m depend ondegree of intersection ,n and standard of meeting
.w We can select suitablenumber of airplanes arrive to airport ,m using results offamilies of disjoint sets to determine local 

maximum, local minimum and properties offamilies of disjoint sets. Byproperties offamilies of disjoint sets we mean the 
appearance ofairline companies atstandard of meeting .w  
 

V.  COLOURING OF MAPS 
 

In this paper weintroduced the concept of families of disjoint sets as a topic in sets theory. If we look map of countries, any point of 
map either belongs to one set (one country), two sets (two countries) or three sets (three countries), for this reason we consider 
countries families of disjoint sets withdegree of intersection three. Results which we proved here can be applied in space of two 
dimensions, threedimensions and n dimensions. 
In this paper the word map means sets withdegree of intersection equal ,n where n can take any value except one. Here colouring 

of maps depends on degree of intersection equal n andstandard of meetingqual .w Standard of meeting also depend on ,n
minimum value for standard of meetingequal ,3 and maximum value for standard of meetingequal .12 n In map of 
countriesdegree of intersection is three, if the map coloured by four colours, and we select standard of meetingequal threewill be like 
this ),,,(1 RGBX  ),,,(2 YGBX  ),,,(3 YRBX  every colour appear twice and one colour appear three times. If standard of 
meeting  equal four will be like this ),,,(1 RGBX  ),,,(2 YGBX  ),,,(3 YRBX  ),,,(4 YRGX   the four colours YRGB ,,,
eachcolour appear twice. Ifthe map coloured by five colours YROGB ,,,, eachcolour appear three times, and standard of meeting  
equal five will be like this ),,,(1 OGBX  ),,,(2 YRBX  ),,,(3 YOBX  ),,,(4 YRGX  ).,,(5 ROGX  Ifthe map coloured by six 
colours, we know five colours (fivefamilies of disjoint sets) is maximum number of families of disjoint sets fordegree of intersection 
is three. We can exchange the six colours to be reduced tofive colours.Alsowe can exchange the five colours to be reduced tofour 
colours.    
If we have a map withdegree of intersection equal five, to colour this map, we can used six colours, seven colours, eight colours or 
nine colours.If we have a map with degree ofintersection equal six, to colour this map, we can used sevencolours, eight colours, nine 
colours, ten colours or eleven colours. 
In this paper weintroduced the concept of families of disjoint sets as a topic in sets theory. If we look map of countries, any point of 
map either belongs to one set (one country), two sets (two countries) or three sets (three countries), so the degreeof intersection in 
countries mapis three.Table (16) explain maps of countries, number of minimum colours used is four and number of maximum 
colours used is five. In Table (16) .3n  
 

w  Local minimum Local maximum 
3  4  4  
4  4  4  
5  4  5  

Table (16) 
 

Table (17) explain maps of countries, number of minimum colours used is five and number of maximum colours used 
is seven. In Table (17) ,4n in maps of countries usually there is no common point belong to four countries. 

 
w  Local minimum Local maximum 
3  6  6  
4  5  5  
5  5  6  
6  5  6  
7  5  7  

Table (17) 
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Table (18) explain maps of countries, number of minimum colours used is six and number of maximum colours used is nine. In 
Table (18) ,5n in maps of countries usually there is no common point belong to five countries. 

 
w  Local minimum Local maximum 

3  7  7  
4  6  6  
5  6  8  
6  6  7  
7  6  8  
8  6  8  
9  6  9  

Table (18) 
 

Table (19) explain maps of countries, number of minimum colours used is seven and number of maximum colours used is eleven. In 
Table (19) ,6n in maps of countries usually there is no common point belong to six countries. 

w  Local minimum Local maximum 

3  9  9  
4  8  8  
5  7  10  
6  7  9  
7  7  10  
8  7  9  
9  7  10  

10  7  10  
11  7  11  

Table (19) 
 
Table (20) explain maps of countries, number of minimum colours used is eight and number of maximum colours used is thirteen. In 
Table (20) ,7n in maps of countries usually there is no common point belong to seven countries. 

 
w  Local minimum Local maximum 
3  10  10  
4  9  9  
5  8  11  
6  8  10  
7  8  12  
8  8  11  
9  8  12  

10  8  11  
11  8  12  
12  8  12  
13  8  13  

Table (20) 
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Table (20) explain if we have map of eight colours and degree of intersection seven, here is nine different types of eight 
colours, this different types due tonine different standards of meeting Same thing in maps of four colours, at
we have at we have andat we have For this you can return to Table (16).  
In these tables above for any degree of intersection at intersections, we observe that local minimum at  
and at  is greater than anylocal minimum in the same table, this because local minimum equallocal maximum at

 and at  
In Table (16)degree of intersection can explain maps of countries. The number of colour four and five, there is 
local maximum and local minimumat eachstandard of meeting For differentstandards of meeting if we have the 
same number of colour, but may have different properties. e.g. fourcolours whenstandard of meeting consist of 
threeintersections, there is a colour appear at eachintersection, fourcolours whenstandard of meeting consist of four 
intersections, each colour appear three times at these four intersections, maximumnumber of colour is five and 
minimumnumber of colour is four. 
In Table (20)degree of intersection here in this map there are many points each of them belong to seven sets, 
and these seven sets coloured by seven different colours,maximumnumber of colour is and minimumnumber 
of colour There are fourstandards of meeting at each onelocal maximum is and they have 
different properties (appearance of a colour at each element of intersection). 
The following table, Table (21) explain map of eight colours with degree of intersection .7n We can take different 
standard of meeting w for this map and have different properties as shown in the table.   

 
w  Local minimum Properties of local minimum 

3  10  Local minimum equal local maximum 

4  9  Local minimum equal local maximum 

5  8  All families appear four times and three families appear at each intersection. 

6  8  All families appear five times and two families appear at each intersection. 

7  8  All families appear six times and one family appears at each intersection. 

8  8  All families appear seven times at these intersections. 
A 8  All families appear eight times except one family appear seven times. . 

10  8  All families appear nine times except two families appear eight times. 

11 8  All families appear ten times except three families appear nine times. 

12  8  Four families appear eleven times andfour families appear ten times.  

13  8  Three families appear twelve times andfive families appear eleven times.  
Table (21) 

 
In Table (21) we explain if we have map of eight colours and degree of intersection seven, here is nine different types 
of eight colours, this different types due tonine different standards of meeting .w Same thing in maps of four colours, at

3w we have ,4m at 4w we have ,4m andat 5w we have .4m For this you can return to Table 
(16). For eachdegree of intersection we have cases oflocal maximum andhave cases oflocal minimum, 
so famous problem (Four colour problem), has simple cases, three cases oflocal maximum andthree cases oflocal 
minimum.  
For eachdegree of intersection n we have 32 n cases oflocal maximum andhave 32 n cases oflocal minimum, so 
famous problem (Four colour problem), has simple cases, three cases oflocal maximum andthree cases oflocal 
minimum, for this you can return to Table (16). 

.w 3w
,4m 4w ,4m 5w .4m

n w 3w
4w

3w .4w
3n

.w

,7n
,13m

.8m ,12m ,13m

n 32 n 32 n
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For constant m families of disjoint sets and constant degree of intersection ,n we can find different standards of 
meeting ,w 123  nw and different appearances for these m families of disjoint sets. This can be explained in 
Table (22), where m families of disjoint sets means four colours anddegree of intersection n means degree of 
intersection three. Table (22) explains allstandards of meeting for map of four colours. 
 

m  n  w  nw  

m
nw  

11 mba  
nw

m
nwb

m
nwa  ])([)1]([  

4  3  3  9  25.2  431   9)2(3)3(1   

4  3  4  12  3  440   12)3(4)4(0   
Table (22) 

In Table (23), where m families of disjoint sets means eleven colours anddegree of intersection n means degree of 
intersection eight. Table (23) explains allstandards of meeting for map of eleven colours, withdegree of intersection 
eight. Also Table (23) explains a drawing coloured by eleven colourswithdegree of intersection eight , such that regions 
with one colour formed onefamily of disjoint sets.About Table (23) we can say: (For constant m families of disjoint 
sets and constant degree of intersection ,n we can find different standards w  and different appearances for these m
families of disjoint sets).   
 

m  n  w  nw  

m
nw  

11 mba  
nw

m
nwb

m
nwa  ])([)1]([  

11 8  3  24  18.2  1192   24)2(9)3(2   

11 8  4  32  9.2  11101   32)3(10)2(1   
11 8  5  40  6.3  1147   40)3(4)4(7   
11 8  6  48  36.4  1174   48)4(7)5(4   
11 8  7  56  09.5  11101   56)5(10)6(1   
11 8  8  64  81.5  1129   64)5(2)6(9   
11 8  9  72  55.6  1156   72)6(5)7(6   
11 8  10  80  27.7  1183   80)7(8)8(3   
11 8  11 88  8  11110   88)8(11)9(0   
11 8  12  96  73.8  1138   96)8(3)9(8   
11 8  13  104  81.9  1165   104)9(6)10(5   
11 8  14  112  18.10  1192   112)10(9)11(2   
11 8  15  120  90.10  11110   120)10(1)11(10   

Table (23) 
 

Here when we mentionfamilies of disjoint sets, we have to mention withfamilies of disjoint sets the degree of  
intersection. Same thing for number of colours used, we have to say colours withdegree of intersection .n Four 
colours here related only to degree of intersection equal three, and three colours related only todegree of intersection 
equal two. Fivecolours related to degree of intersection equal three and four. We have two maps offivecolours,five 
colours withdegree of intersection equal three andfivecolours withdegree of intersection equal four. Sixcolours  related 
to degree of intersection equal four and five.We have two maps ofsixcolours,sixcolours withdegree of intersection 
equal four andsixcolours withdegree of intersection equal five.Elevencolours related to degree of intersection equal 

.10,9,8,7,6 There are different maps ofelevencolours  depend on different degrees ofintersection. Table (22) explain 

m
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map ofelevencolours withdegree of intersection equal eight. There is only map offourcolours, four colours  with 
degrees ofintersection equal three. Table (21) explain map four colours  with degrees ofintersection equal three. 

Here we explain m colours problem as an application to theory of  families of disjoint sets. m colours problem  
have many maps.We have different maps of m colours with degree of intersection ,n where m is constant and n has 

different values, n equal ,1,...,
2

5,
2

3,
2

1


 mmmm where m is odd, andequal ,1,...,3
2

,2
2

,1
2

 mmmm where m

is even,this is relation from .121  nmn For each map we have  different values standard of meeting ,w w
equal .12,...,5,4,3 n  
 

VI.   CONCLUSION 
 

Families of disjoint sets with concepts which  we have introduced, have many applications because sets in several 
problems in mathematics similar to sets in families of disjoint sets, such as map, regions in the same colour as a family 
of disjoint sets. We apply  theorems of local minimum and local maximum families of disjoint sets to find minimum 
and maximum colours used in maps. Number of bus routes in a city and number of plane routes between cities can be 
consider families of disjoint sets, alsonumber of bus stops number of airports can be consider standard of meeting. As 
we have seen in examples in this papers problems can be changed, without essential changes, families of disjoint sets 
where studying of minimum and maximum and some properties become easy.                                                                                                         
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